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ABSTRACT
Soft robotics is a growing field in robotics research. Heavily inspired by biological systems, these
robots are made of softer, non-linear, materials such as elastomers and are actuated using several
novel methods, from fluidic actuation channels to shape changing materials such as electro-active
polymers. Highly non-linear materials make modeling difficult, and sensors are still an area of
active research. These issues have rendered typical control and modeling techniques often
inadequate for soft robotics. Reinforcement learning is a branch of machine learning that focuses
on model-less control by mapping states to actions that maximize a specific reward signal.
Reinforcement learning has reached a level of maturity at which accessible tools and methods are
available to anyone. These tools and methods are typically used in simulation environments
regarding robotics, with little work being done learning directly on hardware.
For the interested researcher, getting started in soft robotics can be a daunting and difficult process.
Previous attempts to standardize a basic control hardware for pneumatically actuated soft robotics
have been made but fall short in the areas including but not limited to automatic, repeatable control,
scalability and modularity, and sensor feedback.
This Thesis develops a complete, integrated, and modular framework for soft robotic development
and control. This includes actuation hardware, sensor data acquisition, ground truth measurement
techniques, and reinforcement learning integration for controls development. This complete
package accomplishes two things. First is to address the shortcomings of the existing tools such as
the Soft Robotic Toolkit by developing a hardware and software framework capable of accurate
pneumatic control that is inexpensive, accessible, and scalable. Second is to integrate existing
reinforcement learning tools and workflows into said framework. These tools are integrated using
Robot Operating System (ROS) as a messaging backbone. A focus on modular design principles
vii

allows easy integration of additional capabilities or exchange of different actuation methods,
sensor technology, ground truth techniques, or learning algorithms for future work and system
expansion.
Prototype soft robots are developed, realized, and used to characterize the system and ensure full
functionality. These robots are then characterized themselves using the framework and trained
without a prior model using Twin delayed deep deterministic policy gradient (TD3) in 8000
training steps. An optimal policy was learned and compared with a random policy to demonstrate
effectiveness.
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INTRODUCTION
The term robot was first used in a 1921 play ‘R.U.R’ (Rossum’s Universal Robot) by Czech
playwright Karel Capek. This play would solidify the “robots destroying their creators” trope that
would be used ad nauseam throughout the 20th century and into today.
Derived from the Czech word for forced labor, the definition of a robot has changed much with
time and technology, though a common theme presents itself through most. A robot is a machine
that can be programmed to complete a task autonomously. This could be a machine that repeats an
action with no understanding of its environment or one that receives feedback and autonomously
decides how to operate based on said feedback.
Robots were first introduced in the academic and industrial settings. Unimate was the first
industrial robot and paved the way for modern manufacturing robotics, especially in the
automotive industry (1959) [1]. This robot was massive, stationary on its base, and built to perform
industrial tasks. Shakey was the first mobile robot that came out of Stanford that could navigate
its environment using bump sensors and an onboard logic circuit (1972) [2]. Both robots are
present in Figure 1.

Figure 1: A) Shakey, Stanford University - First mobile robot B) Unimate - Invented by Joseph Engelberger
- the first industrial robotic arm
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These two robots have spawned a massive robotics industry and changed human lives forever.
Developments in actuation, sensor, and computing technology since these humble beginnings have
given way to robots that can autonomously pilot aircraft and cars, manufacture goods, support
supply chains and logistics, and even explore outer space.
Robotics by default is a multi-disciplinary field. A successful robot requires a combination of fields
including but not limited to electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, computer science and
engineering, and materials engineering. This combination of disciplines and the potential benefit
of robotics have ushered in innovation across many fields. The robot has evolved to take many
forms from humanoid, to rover, to industrial machine, just to name a few.
Two recent advancements are changing the status quo for robotics.
First is the introduction of soft materials. Traditionally robots were made of rigid materials creating
linkages that were connected and mobilized at joints. Soft robotics introduces softer materials and
novel methods of motion and sensing into the robotic space. The capabilities here are just
beginning to be understood.
Second, integrating Artificial intelligence (AI) into robotics has potential to change how robots
think and interact. Prior to AI, the logic was programmed by humans and executed by robots. The
decision making was done by a human and programmed into a robot but repeated much more
quickly and accurately by said robot. Recent advancements in AI have made it so that robots are
now making decisions on their own with vague instructions from a human operator. The field of
AI, machine learning (ML), and reinforcement learning (RL) can get very confusing with
terminology so some clarification is offered here for the sake of this thesis.
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AI is a very broad concept referring to “smart machines” or “intelligent agents” which use RL and
ML techniques and is often used in scenarios where the problem is less defined [3]. ML is broad
term for any algorithm that aims to improve its performance automatically and typically focuses
on machines being given access to data and coming to conclusions or decisions on their own [4].
ML has two broad categories. Supervised learning is when an external supervisor provides
categories, or labels, to a data set of the correct solution. The goal here is to generalize a solution
for that labeled data set to make the correct decision when a situation that is not present in the
training data is encountered. Unsupervised learning is applying machine learning principles to
unlabeled data. This allows the machine to find patterns or find hidden structures in the data. RL
is an area of ML that focuses on learning with the goal of maximizing a given reward signal [5].
This may use a model of the system or be model-less.
Robots learning and making decisions without human input or verification will have a massive
impact on humanity going forward. This thesis makes no attempt to comment on the morality of
such a development or the ethics of artificial intelligence. But it is something that the reader should
be aware of and consider how it fits into their world view as robots get smarter and more capable.

THESIS STATEMENT
This thesis intends to combine the concept of soft robotics and artificial intelligence into a
framework that can be used to develop and control a soft robot. This framework can then use
reinforcement learning techniques to get said robot to learn on its own to accomplish a given task.
This is done by developing a low-cost, comprehensive, and modular framework for any researcher
interested in getting started in soft robotics. This includes actuation hardware, sensing hardware,
an entire software framework capable of implementing model-less reinforcement algorithms using
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robotic hardware, skipping the typical technique of learning in simulation before using hardware.
This allows future researchers to focus on the high-level concepts of soft robotics such as robot
design and effective new technologies, without getting bogged down by low level details of a
multi-faceted robotic systems or difficulties involved with soft materials simulation. Additionally,
it provides a uniform platform upon which future robotics and artificial intelligence research can
be done.
For this thesis, A soft robot is designed and manufactured. The framework is demonstrated by
having said robot learn an optimal policy for forward motion using reinforcement learning
techniques. This learned model is then compared with random actions and increased performance
is observed.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Soft Robotics
Overview
A robot is typically thought of as a series of rigid arms and rotational joints. Whether it be
humanoid, or an industrial general-purpose arm, robots are traditionally made from hard materials
that have been cast or machined down to their desirable form. These parts are typically assembled
using fasteners or welding processes. Additionally, modern control methods have made robotic
motion look more natural, but they are still large, unsafe machines. Limited adaptability to new

Figure 2: Soft robots come in a variety of shapes and sizes. They can use many different types
of actuation and sensing technology and accomplish all kinds of tasks. Image Sources: [80]
[81] [82] [83] [17] [84] [85]
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tasks as well as safety concerns with large, powerful, rigid machines prevent traditional robots
from being applied to many situations.
Definition
While traditional robots that experience little deformation may contain materials with an elastic
moduli in the range of 109 − 1012 Pascals, soft robots are typically made from materials with an
elastic moduli in the range of 104 − 109 Pascals [6]. Materials of this softness are desired in
robotics for safety concerns when operating around humans. Additionally, these materials are
compliant and readily adapt to the environment making tasks like grasping [7] [8] and mobility [9]
easier given certain conditions. Additionally, Soft robots are much more resistant to damage than
traditional robotics. [10]
Heavily inspired by biological sources, much of the field of soft robotics attempts to mimic
biological solutions to difficult problems. The marine ecosystem is full of good candidates for
biomimetic soft robotics. Attempts to recreate marine like movement include the octopus arm [11],
an exploratory fish like robot [12], and even a jellyfish [13]. Other animals have been used as
source material for thinking about robotics with this new soft paradigm such as a caterpillar [14],
worm [15], or snake [16] [17].
Components of A Soft Robot
Actuating a soft system is an active area of research. Many methods of actuation have been
developed such as, Embedded tension cables [18], shape memory alloys/polymers [19] [20], and
pneumatic muscle actuators [21] [22] (McKibben actuators). This thesis will focus on the use of
Fluidic Elastomer Actuators [23] [24] [22] (FEA) also known as pneumatic network actuators
(pneu-nets) when the fluid of choice is gaseous, such as in this thesis.
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Soft Sensors are also an active area of research [25] and is far from a solved problem [26]. Many
sensors are an attempt to recreate current rigid sensor technology such as strain gauges [23] [27].
Soft materials allows for advanced sensor capabilities such as multimodal sensors [7] [28], or the
use exotic materials and concepts like optical fibers and elastomer foam [29].
Soft skins [30] use an array of densely packed sensors to sense things like touch, proximity
feedback [31], or a combination of various measurements.. Skins like this have been around for
some time [32] and have made a lot of progress with recent technological developments in the
fields of manufacturing and materials science. The concept of actuation has combined with soft
skins for pre-programmable surface modulation and actuation [33] [34].
Soft robots are an attempt to break away from the rigid tradition of robotics and explore new
materials and inspirations for artificial motion. Often soft robots are manufactured with newer
technology such as additive manufacturing. This includes macro 3D printing or
Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) [35] [36] [37] [38] and often embed technologies such
as sensors directly into the material. The development of these new kinds of robots are heavily
linked to developments in manufacturing technology [6]. Composite soft materials are often borne
out of innovations in additive manufacturing techniques [30].
This thesis uses 3D printing (FDM) to design and manufacture molds at a reasonable cost. The
reduced cost and customizability introduced by 3D printing has enabled inexpensive, rapid
prototyping that has further enabled the development of pneumatic actuators as well as more
complex combined systems.
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Soft robotics is an exciting new field that is in its infancy. Exploration of newer materials, sensors,
and actuation methods present an exciting opportunity for new paradigms in robotics and
capabilities previously considered inaccessible.

8

Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement Learning: A Brief Introduction
Reinforcement learning (RL) is a branch of machine learning (ML) focused on an agent taking
actions and attempting to maximize some reward. Typical supervised machine learning paradigms
focus on previously generated datasets. They either used pre-screened or tagged (supervised) data
or unlabeled (unsupervised) data to generate patterns in the dataset. These are mostly used for
classifying data or tagging certain input to output mappings and can be thought of more as
extremely advanced statistical analysis.
RL differs in that the data is generated and analyzed simultaneously. Rather than an input to output
mapping like other ML techniques, RL generates a state to action mapping for a system that is
trained by maximizing a reward value. By using an exploration vs. exploitation model, the agent
will attempt various actions in a system, measure the outcome and calculate a reward, i.e. evaluate
how well it accomplished the desired task or objective. These actions can be exploratory (generated
at random) or exploitative (generated from knowledge already learned).

Figure 3:A basic overview of Reinforcement Learning. An agent acts upon and environment, the reward
and state are recorded, then another action is selected – Repeat [36]

RL uses the concept of Markov states to function. The use of Markov states assumes that any state
the system is in is a direct result of the previous state and the action taken from that state. The RL
cycle and a graphical representation of Markov states is visualized in Error! Reference source
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not found.. At each time step 𝑡 an action 𝐴𝑡 is selected, this action is performed in the environment
and the new state 𝑆𝑡+1 and reward 𝑅𝑡+1 are determined. The new state becomes the current state
𝑆𝑡 and the process is repeated. The rewards generated from this process are used to update the
agent, which has the goal of maximizing said rewards.

Before further discussion it is important to define a few key terms
1. Agent – This is where the knowledge from the learning is stored and is the entity that
makes the decisions based on the policy developed
2. Environment – This is the world that the agent interacts with. For this thesis this includes
sensors, actuators, and the physical environment that the robot is in
3. State (𝑺) – This is the state of the system according to the agent. This means the value of
the sensor readings
4. Action (𝑨) – This is the agent’s ability to interact with and affect its environment. An
action here is a change in the actuators position
5. Reward (𝑹) – This is how the agent learns. A scalar value is compiled to represent the
effectiveness of accomplishing a desired task. The maximization of this reward is the
agent’s primary purpose.
6. Policy (𝝅) – This is the learned behavior and can take many forms that will be discussed
later. The agent will update the policy based on what it has learned
7. Step – A step is a full decision process. The policy decides upon an action, executes that
action, reads the resulting state and calculates the reward
8. Episode – a collection of consecutive steps that is a useful tool for the learning process
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RL is a constantly evolving field. Recent developments have advanced RL to the point that it is
well suited for an application such as soft robotics, as well as robotics in general. What follows is
a general overview of how RL came to be, and a series of problems and solutions in the RL space
that were built upon on to develop what is considered a stable and robust learning algorithm.
The Bellman Equation and the State Value Function
To address the information stored in a sequence of states and actions the Bellman equation is
introduced which can be seen in the equation below.

𝑉(𝑠) = max(𝑅(𝑠, 𝑎) + 𝛾𝑉(𝑠 ′ ))
𝑎

The Bellman Equation states that the value of a state 𝑉(𝑠) is the maximum value of the sum of the
reward 𝑅(𝑠, 𝑎) of the next action 𝑎 taken given the current state 𝑠, as well as the value of the next
state achieved by that action 𝑉(𝑠 ′ ), which calls the same equation recursively. The discount factor
0 < 𝛾 < 1 determines how much to account for future state values where a smaller value
emphasizes short term rewards and a larger value emphasizes longer term rewards. A full
explanation of the Bellman equation is outside the scope of this thesis, but it is important to note
that a modified version of the Bellman equation is the basis for Q-learning, then simplest version
of reinforcement learning.
Q-Learning and the Bellman Equation
Reinforcement learning’s goal is to create a policy 𝜋 that maps states to actions that will achieve
the desired task or maximize the given reward. In model-less systems, which is the focus of this
thesis, this policy is represented by a 𝑄 − 𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒.
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This table stores all possible state-action combinations in a discrete action and observation space.
Each cell in the table stores the value of an action given the current state, or the Q value. The
mathematical representation of a Q-table is as follows 𝑄 ∶ 𝑆 × 𝐴 → ℝ. Q values in the table are
updated using the previously mentioned modified bellman equation.
𝑄𝑛𝑒𝑤 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ) ← 𝑄(𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ) + 𝛼(𝑟𝑡 + 𝛾 ⋅ max 𝑄(𝑠𝑡+1 , 𝑎) −𝑄(𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ))
𝑎

The first term is the most immediate and current Q value at state 𝑠𝑡 with action 𝑎𝑡 selected. The
second term is an aggregate of future estimated rewards. 𝛼, or the learning rate (0 < 𝛼 ≤ 1)
weights the level at which new actions and rewards affect the Q value update. An optimal learning
rate is outside the scope of this thesis, though discussed in more detail later.
The learning rate is useful to determine the level that future actions should be accounted for.
Without accounting for long term rewards, the system can get stuck in a local minimum and miss
out on potentially better behavior. However, if the value is too large, nothing in the short term is
learned, and instabilities or errors can be propagated.

Figure 4: A 2-D Grid representing an environment for an agent that starts in state 0 with a goal
of reaching state 24 | Right - Rewards assigned to each state to dictate desired behavior
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It is important to note that the Bellman Equation also allows for the equation to be useful without
any previous information. An initial guess of Q values will eventually converge to the desired
values.
A brief example is provided. Figure 4Error! Reference source not found. is the environment, a 2
-d plane with 25 states present. An agent is placed in the environment and can move in all four
directions, up, down, left, and right. Reward values are assigned to each state, negative values for
states to avoid, large values, or rewards, for goal states. Finally, neutral values for all other
potential states. Assume the goal is to get to the bottom right corner of the environment, thus a
high reward is assigned. Also assume for some reason the bottom left should be avoided, thus a
negative reward is assigned.
Figure 5 is an example of a Q table. To learn an agent will explore possible action sequences and
use the modified Bellman Equation to iteratively update the values in the Q table. Once populated,
the Q table will be a representation of the best course of action for the agent to reach the reward
state while avoided undesired states.

Figure 5: An example of a Q table that is partly populated from the above environment. A
policy that chooses the highest Q value action in each state is considered an optimal policy.
Recall Q values represent potential cumulative reward for an action
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A typical policy is to select the action associated with the maximum Q value given the current
state. This is a reasonable policy, but only if the Q table is sufficiently populated. If not, a
suboptimal policy may be used to achieve the desired goal. This is where the concept of
exploitation vs. exploration comes into play and is very important for proper RL techniques.
To sufficiently populate the Q values in the Q-table, the agent needs to explore the entire table, or
state-action space, and determine which state action pairs yield the largest reward. This is directly
opposed to a policy that just chooses the max Q value, which selects the same sequence of actions
repeatedly. Repeatedly choosing the max Q value is considered a greedy policy that exploits the
current ‘knowledge’ of the Q table.
To properly explore the state-action space, an

policy is used.

𝑃𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑦 = 1 − 𝜖
𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚 = 𝜖
For some value 0 < 𝜖 < 1 either a greedy action (exploitation) or a random action (exploration)
is chosen. The above equations represent the probability of a greedy or random action being taken.
Q-Learning is the basis for all of reinforcement learning. It should be noted that a lookup table and
constantly calculating all possible future reward values given an action is difficult to scale and
computationally expensive. To address these problems deep neural networks (NN) are used to
approximate Q tables and value functions.
Deep & Double Deep Q Learning
Storing all possible state and action combinations in a Q-table can grow to an untenable amount
of data quickly as the number of sensors and actuators increase. To address scaling of a Q-table,
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Deep Q learning is introduced. Essentially, this replaces the Q-table with a NN that attempts to
approximate the Q-value that would be in a table. This is known as the approximating function
𝑄(𝑠, 𝑎; Θ) where Θ represents the trainable weights of the network. Thus, the modified bellman
equation can be written as:
𝑄(𝑠, 𝑎; Θ) = 𝑟(𝑠, 𝑎) + 𝛾 max 𝑄(𝑠 ′ , 𝑎; Θ)
a

Note, this is meant to be an assignment statement, not an equality statement.
A full analysis of deep Q learning is outside the scope of this thesis, but this solution is far from
perfect. These networks are not perfect at approximating values and predicting future reward
values a la the Bellman Equation. Each prediction result could vary slightly at each iteration
resulting in many types of errors and bad policy decisions.
To address this variability, semi constant labels are used during training. This is where the term
Double Deep Q Learning gets its name. This requires keeping two copies of the network, the
second being updated constantly while the first is updated less frequently. This update is
accomplished by making a copy of the second Q network. This accomplishes two things. First it
provides a temporary updated “truth” network with which to compare the frequently updated
network. Second, it provides stability in the network by updating less frequently.
Gradient Policy
Q-learning is a great start to RL, but problems begin to present themselves at scale. For a large
state or action space the computation time increases proportionally. Depending on computing
ability, Q-learning can quickly become untenable, especially in robotics where real time capability
is often required. Q-Learning requires a finite action space. In the case of soft robotics and this
thesis, the variability in pneumatic actuation and the nonlinear nature of the softer materials require
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a continuous action space. Lastly, the 𝜖 − 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑦 policy allows for exploration, however, in
practice it doesn’t facilitate it very well. With a typical value such as 𝜖 = .1, there is a 90% chance
that the highest Q value action will be chosen, while every other possible action, including the
highest Q value action, in the action space divides up the remaining 10% of probability for being
selected.
These shortfalls can be addressed with the introduction of a Gradient Policy and the use of an
Actor Critic Model. The gradient policy acts similar to the Q-table, but its learning algorithm is
much faster. Rather than running the network for every possible Q calculation and processing the
results, the network will combine calculation and processing, and output the probability of
selecting each action directly.
𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 → 𝜃 → 𝜋
In summary the policy 𝜋 is determined by the weights of the network 𝜃 directly. To learn, just like
in Q-Learning, the weights of the gradient policy network must be updated. This can be done in a
form that looks similar to the learning algorithm for Q-learning.
𝜃𝑡+1 = 𝜃𝑡 + 𝛼∇𝐽(𝜃𝑡 )
The new weights 𝜃 are updated using the sum of the current weights and the product of the learning
rate, 𝛼, and the gradient of the networks performance metric 𝐽. Because it is desired to increase
performance of the policy, the derivative of 𝐽 needs to be maximized in this instance. Much like
Q-learning, the goal of this new policy is to maximize cumulative rewards, so the new performance
metric can be defined as the total accumulated rewards over an entire episode, or the sum of all Q
values at a given state (𝑠0 ) multiplied by the probabilities of each associated action.
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𝐽 = ∑[𝑄(𝑠0 , 𝑎) ⋅ 𝑝(𝑎)]
𝑎

The math to derive ∇𝐽 is outside of the scope of this thesis and can be found in [39]. The result of
this derivation is presented as:
∇𝐽(𝜃𝑡 ) = 𝐺𝑡 ⋅ ∇θ ln𝜋(𝑎𝑡 |𝑠𝑡 , 𝜃𝑡 )
Where 𝐺𝑡 is the total accumulated reward from step 𝑡 until the end of the episode. Substituting this
back into the update equation, the update rule for the weights of the gradient policy network
becomes:
𝜃𝑡+1 = 𝜃𝑡 + 𝛼(𝐺𝑡 ⋅ ∇θ ln𝜋(𝑎𝑡 |𝑠𝑡 , 𝜃𝑡 ))
Recall, the output of the network is all the probabilities for each action. Applying a change to the
weights of a network that was just used to decide on an action is considered an ON-POLICY
learning algorithm. Another way to put this is that the model only learns from the actions taken by
the current policy. This means that any experience collected by the model is used once, only once,
then discarded. This is addressed later.
Actor Critic Model
A Gradient based policy has many advantages, however since the metric that is maximized is the
cumulative reward for an entire episode there is useful state-action knowledge that may be lost
over the course of an episode. Consider a particular action that results in a large negative reward
i.e. is not a desired action. If the rest of the episode generated a large reward, that negative action
would never be accounted for.
The solution is to have two models working in tandem. A Gradient policy (actor) network that
produces the action for the next step, and a Q-learning policy (critic) network that contains
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information about specific state, action pairs. The agent can now be considered a combination of
two sub-agents that are simultaneously learning together.
In practice this takes the form of the Q-learning sub-agent supplying its Q-value computations as
input to the gradient policy sub-agent. Figure 6 is a graphical representation of the actor critic
model.

Figure 6: The actor critic model visualized. State and action are input into the critic network,
the Q value predictions from the critic network and the state are input into the actor network.
Probabilities of each action are output directly

Mathematically, 𝐺𝑡 or the total accumulated reward until the end of the episode from the gradient
policy learning equation is replaced with the Q value output from the Q-table sub-agent.
𝜃𝑡+1 = 𝜃𝑡 + 𝛼(𝑄(𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ) ⋅ ∇θ ln𝜋(𝑎𝑡 |𝑠𝑡 , 𝜃𝑡 ))
Actor Critic Optimizations
DDPG – Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient
Recall, soft robotics lend themselves well to a continuous action space. The reality of the policy
being updated by its own predictions is that the training phase of the model can be very noisy.
DDPG [40] adds a replay experience buffer that allows learning to be done from a wide array of
previous experience rather than recent actions. This ensures that there is a chance to learn from all
data produced during exploration rather than forgetting everything after each episode.
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Additionally, the concept of slowly updated target networks is used. Rather than update the
network constantly, two versions of both the actor and critic are implemented. One is trained with
recent experience and the second is updated much more slowly. This slowly updated target
network is the final model, and is updated in the following manner
𝜃𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 ← 𝜏 ∗ 𝜃𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 + (1 − 𝜏) ∗ 𝜃𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡
Where 𝜏 is the fraction of new experience that is desired to update the target network. The active
network is the network being actively trained during operation and learning sequences.
TD3 – Twin Delayed Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient
DDPG was the gold standard of reinforcement learning algorithms for a while, but it still had its
draw backs. The primary issue associated with learning via DDPG was a its tendency to
overestimate Q values. Over time these errors would accumulate resulting in the model getting
caught in a local minimum or experiencing catastrophic memory loss. TD3 [41] is a method to
address the largest drawbacks of DDPG and provide a more robust algorithm and policy. To
accomplish this TD3 does three things. A graphical representation of TD3 can be seen in Figure
7.
1. Twin Critic Networks – The use of a pair of critic networks addresses the over estimation
problem for the Q-value inputs into the policy gradient. This is done by using the minimum
estimation between the two critic networks. This favors underestimation instead of
overestimation which does not propagate errors through gradient updates.
2. Delayed Updates – Errors in policy updates will propagate and worsen. By delaying policy
updates, critic networks are given more time to stabilize. This reduces the effect that errors,
over estimation, and noise have when updating the policy.
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3. Noise Regularization – A small amount of noise is added to the output action from a policy
network. This produces a smoother, more stable policy in the long run and encourages
exploration around a given learned policy.

Figure 7: TD3 Dataflow Diagram – The minimum Q value is used as input into the active policy network.
Noise is added and the action is taken in the environment. New state and reward calculations are stored
in a replay buffer.

Reinforcement Learning in the Context of Robotics
RL is a prime candidate for robotics control law development. Complex behavior and materials,
like those found in the field of soft robotics, are difficult and remain unsolved problems [42].
Traditional control design assumes perfect knowledge of the system [43]. This assumption often
falls short, especially in soft robotics, and approximations and error minimization techniques are
implemented to achieve an optimal policy. RL is well suited for applications when a perfect model
cannot be developed since it relies on system measurements and direct interaction with the
environment.
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When applied to robotics, the concept of RL has an almost human quality to it. The agent
experiments in its environment to accomplish a given task, evaluates how well it did, and iterates
until an optimal policy is achieved, much like a human learning to accomplish a given task.
The robotics community has done a great deal in the space of RL. However, these efforts require
much input from a human before or during the learning process, whether it be via demonstration
or simulation. Efforts often involve prior demonstration of a task via human control [44] or
knowledge from previous learned actions [45] [46]. Some actions have been demonstrated to learn
without prior knowledge given. However, the task was broken down into sub-tasks and only a
small part of the given task was learned using a value function [47], or policy search methods [48]
[49], which are used for local policy optimization, not global policy discovery. Completely
knowledge and policy free learning has been demonstrated on rigid robotic arm playing a ball-incup game [50], with multiple reward functions for different segments of the entire task.
Soft Robotics and Reinforcement Learning
The field of soft robotics lends its-self well to RL and is an exciting and growing field of research.
[42] The complex action spaces, the varying structure and bending of actuators, and the lack of a
mature sensor suite all create difficulties when modeling and controlling a soft system.
RL has already been applied to various tasks in soft robotics. A recent review [42] discusses many
areas of applications that RL could be used in the soft robotic space. Activities such as locomotion,
grasping, picking, probing, and swimming are all plagued by many of the problems previously
discussed in controlling robots, soft or otherwise.
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Motivation and Thesis Statement
Initial Motivation
This thesis is born out of the difficulties involved with getting started in soft robotics. The author
was a part of an internship with NASA Langley Research Center and worked on the HOME project
(Highly Organized Multi-agent Enclosure) [51] [52]. This project was a feasibility study for the
use of soft robotics for space exploration and construction applications. During this project the
author was tasked with building pneumatic actuation hardware for a suite of experimental designs
and evaluating their performance.

Figure 8: Left - Soft Robotics toolkit example | Right - HOME scaled the Soft robotic toolkit to 16 actuators. Not
pictured is an air compressor below the table

This project resulted in firsthand experience trying to get a lab started with soft robotics. HOME
used the Soft Robotic Toolkit [53] (SRTK) as a base. The SRTK was built with a focus on
education and outreach [54], and HOME quickly outgrew its capabilities in terms of robot scale,
number of actuators, and control requirements. After 8 months of development, manual control
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was used in the final live demonstration via turning a series of 16 knobs sequentially. Automated
control proved too difficult a challenge for the time frame of the project. Two robots that represent
an example of a multi agent system were demonstrated using this setup and are pictured in Figure
9. This project also introduced the author to the complexities involved with controlling robots
made of soft materials with non-traditional and varied actuation and sensing methods.

Figure 9: Home produced two robots capable of rolling up, moving, joining, and creating and
rigidizing into a final new shape

Summary
Soft robotics is an exciting new field of robotics that does not have the benefit of decades of
infrastructure and development that traditional robotics have developed. Many aspects of soft
robots such as novel actuation, soft materials, and complex sensing make control a multifaceted
and difficult problem. These complications lend themselves well to RL techniques to develop
optimal control methods. Instead of a human modeled and designed control law, control is learned
as a state to action mapping based on a scalar reward maximization that is learned from interaction
with the environment. RL has made great strides recently to the point that useful frameworks [55]
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[56] exist that make implementing learning accessible to a wide range of participants and uniform
across the RL community.
The goal of this thesis can be split into two complimentary goals. First is to provide a low-cost,
comprehensive, and modular framework for any researcher interested in getting started in soft
robotics. This solves many common problems in building a robotic system and provides a universal
framework upon which future soft robotic, robotic, and AI research can be done.
The second goal is to the use said framework to get a custom soft robot to learn an optimal policy
using modern RL techniques. This framework is demonstrated by integrating and using RL
techniques and tools. A custom, novel soft robot is designed, manufactured, and controlled with
this framework. This robot then learns an optimal policy to move forward with no previous
knowledge and learns using only physical interaction with the environment.
It should be noted that RL is one method for developing control law for soft robotics. It should
also be noted that soft robotics is one domain in robotics that RL can be applied to. The solutions
developed by this framework are not restricted to soft robotics, or RL. Other types of robotics or
control are compatible and relatively easy to implement. This framework is made of many
components.
Actuation Hardware
First, a new method of pneumatic actuation capable of accurate volumetric control is designed,
implemented, and documented. This method uses a pneumatic syringe mounted to a linear actuator
and is adapted from opensource lab equipment [57]. The SRTK control board operates using a
source of pressurized air and a rapidly actuating solenoid valve to control the volumetric flow rate
in and out of the pneumatic network. This is great for manual control, but has trouble reaching and
holding a particular robot position without constant monitoring and adjustment.
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Sensor Integration
Second, sensor feedback focused on closed loop control and robot state acquisition is included.
SRTK focused on open loop control and provide no means for sensor feedback beyond a pressure
sensor in the pneumatic line. The HOME project found this to be inadequate for any accurate
closed loop control capability. Not all sensor types are covered by this framework since the field
is new and open, but modularity is a priority and integration of new sensors should be tenable.
Software/Hardware Integration and Tools
Third, this thesis provides a software framework and conceptual workflow for programmatic
control and data collection from the soft robot using common tools in the robotics field. This
system implements a modular, distributed system approach using a publish and subscribe
communications platform. The SRTK provides little in terms of software outside of basic
microcontroller firmware that allows manual control of the volumetric flow rate into a pneu-net
actuator.
Ground Truth and Evaluation
Fourth, A ground truth system is implemented for determining a robot’s position in space. This
can be extended to a multi agent system or detailed representation of a single agent’s interaction
with an object in space. This system is used to determine the reward for an action taken in the
environment.
Reinforcement Learning Integration
Fifth, Stable baselines and OpenAI gym are common, state of the art tools commonly used together
in the RL community at large. This thesis uses these existing, popular reinforcement learning tools
to get a soft robot learn. In doing so, a workflow is created and documented as an example for
future researchers and a demonstration of the frameworks use and effectiveness.
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Modularity, Scalability, and Expansion
Sixth, this entire framework is designed to be modular. Both soft robotics and RL are constantly
evolving. New actuation methods and sensors have yet to be discovered, and better learning
algorithms are rapidly being developed. This is considered during all aspects of development and
the framework is designed around such considerations. Each subsystem is isolated from one
another and can be swapped with different versions. Additionally, this modular foundation makes
adding/subtracting features and expanding the frameworks capability simple.
In short, this thesis develops a comprehensive framework for soft robotic operation and control
law development using RL techniques and robotic hardware. This framework will be easy to
modify or expand and should be used as a platform for future efforts in the robotics and
reinforcement learning spaces.
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CHAPTER TWO: FRAMEWORK DESIGN
Framework Overview
This thesis develops a framework and workflow for robotics RL that can be easily replicated and
modified to adapt to any researcher’s specific needs. This framework addresses many of the short
comings of the SRTK, and adds many capabilities focused on RL for soft robotics. To accomplish
any task of complexity in the soft robotics or RL space, many different modules, (microcontrollers,
RL scripts, environment sensors, etc.) need to be able to communicate with each other, share
common interfaces and structure, and be scalable. To accomplish the task this thesis uses the
popular open source robotics middleware platform, Robot Operating System (ROS) [58].
Robot Operating System: A Brief Introduction
ROS is not actually an operating system like the name implies. It is an open source middle ware
application that allows for easy development, simulation, and analysis of robotic systems. Many
tools are built into ROS that allow users to quickly design applications, and connect different,
complex pieces of a robotics project together. Various factors led to the decision to use ROS.
I. Message framework – ROS uses a publish-subscribe messaging model. Nodes
process/generate data or perform tasks, then publish that data to a topic. Another node can
subscribe to that same topic and pull the data in. This is demonstrated in Figure 10. ROS
takes care of all the details involved with this infrastructure. This, combined with custom
message types and data structures, makes creating new nodes and building new tools that
are integrated into a project relatively easy. This thesis requires many unrelated parts
(micro controllers, reinforcement learning scripts, etc.) that need to communicate data with
one another.
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Figure 10: An example of the ROS publish/subscribe model. Nodes generate or process data and publish them
to topics. Additional nodes can access that data by subscribing to topics

II. Acceptance in robotics community – ROS is widely accepted in the academic and
industrial sectors for robotics research and application. It is well supported by the
organization that manages it and has an active community. This provides a built-in
community of capable users, support, and tools that can be integrated into the project. This
also includes a sense of stability that ensures this framework is built on a foundation that
will continue to propagate and be supported into the future.
III. Premade packages for aspects of the thesis – The wide acceptance and support of ROS
means there are many pre-built packages readily available. As an example, this framework
uses AprilTags as a ground truth system (discussed in detail later). The system requires a
way to capture a continuous stream of images, process them, and output the tag position
data. Thankfully, ROS has a usb_cam and AprilTags package available and require little
effort to implement. Additionally, ROS includes Arduino libraries, as well as other
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hardware centric libraries, that can connect directly to ROS and publish/subscribe to topics
on any number of popular microcontrollers.
IV. Custom package development – Creating and distributing a package in ROS is simple
and part of the ROS mentality. This means any work done by this thesis can easily be
distributed and integrated into other projects or built by other interested researchers.
Additionally, modifications or upgrades can be easily shared in the community.
V. Modularity – ROS’s messaging framework encourages modularity by default. It is simple
to add a new process to a setup, install a package, or even add new hardware to ROS
projects. Simply connect your new hardware or software by publishing data to a topic or
subscribing to existing topics.
ROS packages and setups already exist for RL, but these are all implemented using the Gazebo
simulation program. Gazebo is a robotic simulation software package that integrates into ROS
easily. However, it is designed for the use of traditional rigid robotics with well-defined joints and
linkages, making it generally unsuitable for soft robotic applications. Additionally, being a
simulation means the publication and subscription to data is as simple as defining a link and joint
in software. This is useful for simulation purposes, but it provides no obvious translation to real
robotic hardware. One of the intents of the thesis is to learn on the actual hardware and skip the
simulation phase.
This thesis built a ROS package that acts as a design framework for RL using robotic hardware,
void of simulation. The implementation of this ROS package will focus on the specific
requirements of this project; however, these requirements solve a lot of abstract design problems
in RL based robotic systems. This package can be used as a starting point for any number of
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robotics projects, soft or otherwise, to quickly build a reinforcement learning application with
actual hardware, or even act as a basic control platform for any type of robotic application.
AprilTag: A Brief Introduction
AprilTag is a visual fiducial system, useful for a wide variety of tasks including augmented reality,
robotics, and camera calibration. Details can be found in [59] [60]. Essentially, using a set of
predetermined binary barcodes and an edge detection algorithm, the position and orientation in
space relative to a single, or multiple cameras, can be derived. It is used by this thesis as the ground
truth for the robotic environment.

Figure 11: AprilTags identified by ID number and spatially understood in the frame of a camera
Image Source: [79]

Targets can be created from an ordinary printer, and the AprilTag detection software computes the
precise 3D position, orientation, and identity of a given tag relative to the camera. This thesis uses
AprilTags for its low cost, and accessibility. AprilTags has a ROS package available that easily
integrates with the usb_cam ROS Package. Using AprilTags for this project requires very little
work for the benefit received. All that is required is to print the tags out, install the package,
calibrate the camera, and subscribe to the correct ROS topic. Other methods were considered such
as Vicon [61] and OptiTrack [62] motion capture systems, but these proved to be too expensive
and focused on rigid systems, thus insufficient for this framework.
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Dataflow and Subsystem Overview
The entire framework can be broken into five independent sections. A graphical representation is
provided by Figure 12.

Figure 12: Dataflow overview of entire framework. There are 4 Independent systems interacting with
one another. 1. Reinforcement learning | 2. Actuator Commands | 3. Sensor Data | 4. Ground Truth
Acquisition. - The sections contributed by this thesis are highlighted by the background groupings.
Anything not included in these background categories is provided by another ROS package.
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1. Reinforcement Learning Algorithm – This will use all the other subsystems to update
the learning agent. This is where the robot is controlled. This entire module can be replaced
by any script meant to combine these subsystems.
2. Actuation Command System – Translate actions generated by RL algorithm to hardware
actuation data format. This format is pushed to the hardware and actions are executed.
3. Sensor Data Acquisition System - Read sensors from hardware and output that in a
format the RL algorithm understands. This data is then made available to the RL algorithm.
4. Ground Truth Acquisition System – Translate Ground truth data into a format the RL
algorithm understands for reward calculation/evaluation. This data is then made available
to the RL algorithm.
5. System Control & monitoring – This subsystem is used to manage all the robotic
hardware as well as any other miscellaneous tasks that may be required by a project. It
includes the ability to reset microcontrollers and communicate when an action is complete
by the actuation hardware.
First is the RL environment. This is where the learning algorithm is housed. The RL Algorithm
requires three components to function, which make up the other independent subsystems.
The RL environment is where most of the computation occurs in the system. This is where actions
are generated, the sensor/state readings are processed to update the agent, and the reward is
calculated from the ground truth data to evaluate how well the robot accomplished its desired task.
The other three subsystems act as a bridge from the physical robotic hardware to the RL algorithm.
The actuation system takes the commands generated (format: 0-100%) as input, from the RL
algorithm, then translates that data to something the actuation hardware understands and produces
the desired motion on the robot as an output.
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The Sensor Data Acquisition system is tasked with reading the sensors on the robot, then
translating them into a format that the RL algorithm understands. This raw data is processed and
mapped to the 0-100% readings that the RL algorithm understands and published to an accessible
ROS topic.
The Ground Truth acquisition system is an objective observer of the robot. It monitors the robot’s
real position and reports that data to the RL algorithm. In this case AprilTag output data is
processed, and relevant information is passed to the RL algorithm.
Error! Reference source not found. Includes 3 more sub classifications.
1. ROS Soft Robotic and Reinforcement learning package – This includes all the ROS
scripts, data, message types that were built for this thesis and framework.
2. Microcontroller Firmware – This is the software on the microcontrollers that interface
ROS topics/data with the hardware. This was also developed by this thesis.
3. Hardware – This is the robotic hardware. In the context of this framework, sensors and
actuation methods consisting of stepper motors and flex sensors. More detail can be found
in the hardware section of this thesis.
These categories highlight the areas of interest to this thesis. Anything not included in these three
categories are provided by other ROS packages that will be explained in more detail with each
independent subsystem and in chapter two. These packages remain unmodified except for minor
changes to certain parameters to describe the robotic hardware such as defining the physical size
of the AprilTag for accurate algorithm use.
The goal of this framework is to make all these systems modular and hardware agnostic. During
design and implementation care was taken to make sure changes could be made to any of the
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systems without requiring changes to any of the other systems. The only modifications that need
to be made across these sub systems simultaneously are parameters describing the hardware. These
parameters are set and stored as a ROS parameter and changed using the command line or
modifying the parameter default value in the ROS launch file.
This thesis proposes a framework complete with four subsystems based on the requirements for
reinforcement learning. These subsystems are built independently of one another and contribute to
the overall goal of integrating hardware with RL techniques.

Framework Implementation In Ros
This section will outline the details of how ROS was used to build the framework. Each subsystem
can consist of multiple topics, scripts, and ROS packages. The details of their use are presented
here.
Actuation Command System
The actuation command system is used to take the generated commands from the reinforcement
learning algorithm, translate them to a format that the actuation hardware understands, and execute
each given command.

Figure 13: Actuator Command Systems takes commands for each actuator in the form of a float
from 0-100. Those commands are then mapped to each actuator’s effective operating distances,
packaged in a G-code string, and output to the GRBL controller via serial connection.
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The RL algorithm generates commands for the actuators. These are floats between 0.0 and 100.0
representing a percentage of actuation desired for an actuator. The RL script publishes these values
to the ROS topic ‘/actuator_commands’. ‘gcode_packager.py’ is a python script that then maps
this data using linear interpolation between the minimum and maximum actuator distances that
represent 0 and 100% actuation. The process for determining these maximum and minimum
distances is described in Chapter 3: Robot Characterization. Once properly mapped, the data is
packaged into a string representing a G-code command for a rapid movement to each actuator
desired position (“G00 X10.5 Y45.7” for example) where the X and Y axes in the g-code command
are the two pneumatic syringe actuators. This is then published to the ROS topic
‘/GRBL_commands’. ‘GRBL_serial_forward.py’ is a python script that first wraps this G-code
command in between a command to turn on and off the coolant respectively (‘M8’ and ‘M9’). This
means the GRBL controller will turn on the coolant pin, execute the movement command, and
then turn off the coolant pin. The coolant pin is used to determine if an action is complete. This is
described in detail in the system control and monitoring system.
The GRBL firmware includes serial feedback. ‘GRBL_serial_recieve.py’ is a python script that
reads the serial port and publishes that data directly to the ROS topic ‘/GRBL_feedback’. This is
used for debugging purposes and does not have a role during the learning process.
Sensor Data Acquisition System
The Sensor Data Acquisition system is responsible for reading sensors embedded in the robot,
processing them, and delivering them to the RL algorithm in the desired 0-100% format.
The microcontroller reads the sensors using the built-in analog to digital converter (ADC) at a 10bit resolution. The microcontroller contains code using the ROS library that directly publishes that
data to the ‘/sensor_data’ ROS topic. ‘sensor_data_proc.py’ is a python script that subscribes to
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Figure 14: Sensor Data Acquisition System. This system reads the sensor values, then processes them and
publishes them to a ROS topic in a format that the RL algorithm is expecting

the sensor data and maps it to the format of 0-100% that the RL algorithm is expecting. The limits
for this mapping using linear interpolation are determined during the calibration phase described
in Chapter 3: Robot Characterization. This processed and mapped data is then published to the
ROS topic ‘/robot_state’ for the RL algorithm to subscribe to.
Ground Truth Acquisition System
The Ground Truth Acquisition system is responsible for capturing images of the robot from above.
These images are then processed looking for AprilTags and their position. This position is then
used as an objective evaluation of the robot’s position in space. This is used to calculate the reward
function.

Figure 15: Ground Truth Acquisition System. This system is responsible for gathering position and
orientation data from the AprilTag fiducial system, processing it, and presenting it to the RL
algorithm for reward calculation.
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The USB webcam captures a continuous stream of images from directly above the robot operating
environment. This stream of images has a clear view of the AprilTag located on the robot. This
image stream is passed onto the AprilTags detection algorithm where tags are identified, and
information about their position and orientation relative to the camera position are determined.
This information is then published to the ROS topic ‘/tag_detections’. ‘apriltag_data.py’ is a
python script that extracts the relevant data for reward calculation from the ‘/tag_detections’ topic
and publishes it in a format that the RL algorithm is expecting to the ROS topic ‘/gnd_pos_truth’.
This python script is also a location for additional data processing involving the AprilTags.
System Control & Monitoring
Aside from actuation and sensing, the robotic hardware has a few miscellaneous requirements that
are necessary for operation. This category is a catch all for anything that lies outside the scope of
the three main subsystems used in RL. For this thesis, two main actions are handled by this system.
Often robotic hardware is difficult and finnicky. These varied and unexpected nuances for proper
operation are difficult to predict and account for in a planned way that could be considered
universal for a framework.

Figure 16: System Control & Monitoring System. This system is responsible for resetting and monitoring
various aspects of the robotic hardware. This includes anything not directly related to the RL algorithm.
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First, resetting the GRBL Controller used to control the syringe actuators. This is necessary
sometimes for the beginning of a script, long learning runs, or to debug. This is accomplished
using a ROS subscriber onboard the second Arduino microcontroller. A blank message is
published to the ROS topic ‘/system_command’. When the subscriber gets a message, it briefly
turns on a pin that is connected to the reset pin on the GRBL controller. This effectively resets the
GRBL controller and can be done using a script, rather than rely on manual, physical resets from
the operator.
Second is determining if an action is complete. This system does this by reading the coolant pin
mentioned earlier from the GRBL controller board. This coolant pin is turned on before an action
is executed and turned off upon completion. The status of this pin is read by a second Arduino
microcontroller and published to the ROS topic ‘/action_done’. The RL script subscribes to this
topic and uses that to determine when an action is complete, thus when the state of the robot should
be recorded and the reward calculated.
To demonstrate and implement this framework this thesis built a custom soft robot, associated
hardware, and implemented the previously discussed concepts using a combination of tools,
frameworks, and custom software. Each subsystem operates independent of one another and acts
as a bridge between the robotic hardware and the RL algorithm. Eventually, this thesis was
successful at learning an optimal policy using the framework.

Firmware and Additional Software
General operation and design of the software systems is covered in previous sections. This chapter
will be used to discuss details involved with each piece of the software infrastructure. Additionally,
attention will be paid to the firmware embedded on the microcontrollers. This section will
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hopefully provide the reader with a general rundown of the code associated with this project. A
basic understanding of python, C++, and the Arduino microcontroller will be necessary.
Ros Installation and package information
ROS melodic was installed on a HP Pavilion15cx0058wm with Ubuntu 18.04.4 LTS operating
system. This thesis requires the installation of premade ROS packages for proper operation of all
subsystems. They can be installed individually. Error! Reference source not found. lists relevant c
omputer hardware information.
Table 1: List of relevant computing hardware and software

CPU

Intel Core i5-8300H

Memory

8GB DDR4 SDRAM

Storage

16GB Intel Optane memory, 1TB
7200 RPM Serial ATA hard drive

GPU

NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 1050

Operating System

Ubuntu 18.04.4 LTS

ROS version

ROS Melodic

ROS Packages

ROSSerial – Arduino
usb-cam
AprilTag_Ros

Camera

Logitech USB camera

ROSSerial – Arduino
ROS provides tools to integrate various types of hardware that may be used across the robotics
community. ROSSerial attempts to eliminate that headache of custom communication solutions
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for each project and provide a uniform code base that integrates directly into the ROS ecosystem.
This thesis uses the Arduino specific portion of this package for various functions.
ROSSerial [63] provides an Arduino library that allows Arduinos to connect directly to ROS and
act as a ROS node. This means that the Arduino ‘node’ can publish/subscribe data to topics as well
as use things like ROS services. This package provides many example scripts to reference that
make integration and use simple.
It should be noted that a variety of hardware is supported by ROSSerial and can replace the
Arduino used in this thesis.
Usb_Cam
Usb_cam [64] is a package that pulls images from a typical USB webcam and publishes them to
ROS topics so that they can be accessed elsewhere in a robotic system. For instance, in this thesis,
the AprilTags algorithm for detecting AprilTags in an image subscribes to these published images.
This eliminates a lot of headache and makes using images or video accessible to any researcher
interested.
AprilTag_Ros
The AprilTag_Ros package [65] is a version of the AprilTag detection algorithm that integrates
directly with ROS. This package provides a node that can subscribe to either single images or a
continuous stream of images. It then will run the April tags detection algorithm and publish all
data extracted from the image to a ROS topic to be accessed by other nodes.
Microcontroller Firmware
Recall, this thesis uses two Arduino microcontrollers. The first is responsible for motion of the
actuators and relies on the GRBL open source platform. This is connected to ROS via serial
communication only and requires scripts on the PC with ROS to communicate and publish data.
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The second serves multiple functions and connects directly to ROS using the ROSSerial_Arduino
Library. This Arduino can create nodes and publish and subscribe to topics like any other node.
GRBL CNC Firmware
GRBL [66] is an open source software package that provides industry standard motion control for
CNC based machines. It is designed to run on a variety of low-cost microcontrollers and is used
extensively in the 3d printer and CNC mill industries. GRBL runs on the ubiquitous G-Code
interface and has a multitude of configurable settings to control all aspects of motion.
This library can be installed to the proper Arduino using the Arduino IDE. The only file that needs
to be altered is the default parameters file. Commands can be entered manually using several
available GRBL communication applications on a standard PC, but the settings changed in the
default settings header file remain through hardware restarts, which happens between each learning
episode. Any change to parameters for use should be done here. Otherwise, this software remains
unmodified to keep adoption and installation simple for subsequent researchers. The parameters
used and installation instructions can be found in the appendix.
System Control and Monitoring
Using ROSSerial and the ROSSerial_arduino [63] libraries, this Arduino acts as its own ROS node,
and can publish and subscribe to topics in a ROS environment without any additional work from
the designer. The code running on this device was written specifically for this thesis. Functions
like the GRBL_reset or determining if an action is complete are simple and described previously.
These systems are necessary for the functioning of the actuation system and could be used across
different projects.
This thesis uses the onboard analog to digital converters (ADC) to read the raw value of variable
resistor from a voltage divider circuit. This represents a single solution to sensing and data
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acquisition. It should be noted that many types of sensors exist out there currently. Additionally,
soft sensors are an active area of research so this one type of data acquisition is not meant to serve
as an end all solution. For the interested researcher, gathering data from different sources (SPI,
I2C, etc.) is simple and can be published to the appropriate topic.
Reinforcement Learning Tools
OpenAI Gym Environment
OpenAI Gym [67] is an open-source toolkit for RL research [56]. It is a popular method for
implementing RL algorithms and research. This toolkit provides many major contributions to the
RL research community. First, and most important to this thesis is the concept of problem agnostic
gym environments. The toolkit provides sample environments with the intention to be benchmarks
to compare RL research with one another. However, these gym environments use a simple
software framework and can easily be built up from scratch for custom needs. This thesis adapts
this concept and uses an OpenAI gym environment framework to implement its RL algorithms.
This is done to remain consistent with the current state of the art in RL so various algorithms can
be used if the library that provides them is compliant with this popular framework.
Stable_Baselines RL Library
Stable Baselines (SB) is a RL library [68] that includes uniform implementations of various
popular RL algorithms that are OpenAI gym compliant [69]. This library standardizes the
algorithm implementation and provides consistent and simple access to the various details of each
RL algorithm. OpenAI provides their own library in this vein (not to be confused with the gym
framework) but falls short of a few key aspects that led to the creation of SB.
SB provides key features that led to its use in this thesis that OpenAI’s library does not address.
These advantages are discussed below.
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Algorithm Agnosticism - SB provides an interface to their learning algorithms that is uniform.
This means the Gym environment built for one algorithm is compatible with all the algorithms in
the SB library. This also means that each algorithms methods and interface are kept identical,
making swapping out for a new algorithm almost seamless. Only requiring only minor changes for
the specifics of the desired algorithm.
Callback Functions - To begin learning, there is a single function called and the learning then
happens inside of this function. This means the user cannot access or manipulate any data stored
inside the RL model object during the learning session. Periodically saving and loading the model
during learning to changing parameters is insufficient to accomplish this. Much of the information
involved with a learning session is reset upon calling the learn method again.
To addresses this, SB includes the ability to use callback functions for at various times during the
learning process. This is useful for this framework due to the complications that come along with
hardware. Hardware is finnicky, and because the actions are carried out in real time, the length of
training sessions can approach multiple days. Many built in callback functions allow for the saving
of models every ‘n’ timesteps or the live plotting of various variables. Additionally, custom
callbacks can be defined. Combined with prebuilt callbacks, this gives the researcher insight into
what is happening during the training session and allowing for extensive logging capabilities. This
also allows for the changing of hyper parameters during the learning session, which may yield
more optimal results than static hyper parameters.
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Logging
There are many ways to log data in the field of robotics. This thesis uses two methods; however,
this framework could accommodate many types of logging. If it can be run in python or C++, ROS
can accommodate it and give it data. A graphical representation of logging techniques can be found
in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Rosbag data flow – First a text file is used to mimic the terminal output during the
learning run. Second, images along with the data related to the RL s algorithm are stored in a
RosBag file

Text File Logs
This is the most basic form of logging. In the RL script, there is a global file object that can be
opened and closed to append log data. This is used to monitor important data for each step and
major events involving changes to the system or RL hyper parameters during callback function
calls. This thesis used it to mirror the terminal printout of the script. It provides a human readable
format for each step and is easily searchable after a learning session is complete to debug problems
or identify events of interest.
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Rosbag Logging Tools
Rosbag [70] is a tool provided by ROS that logs topic data into a ROS proprietary .bag file. Rosbag
allows for the playback of these topics in a ROS environment as well as extraction of specific topic
data for later analysis. ROS provides many functions involving logging as well as analysis and
data management through the Rosbag tool.
This thesis uses two Rosbags to log important data. First is to log all input and output data related
to the RL algorithm. This is done by logging all subscriptions and publications from the ROS node
associated with the RL algorithm node (learning_node). Second is to log pictures from the webcam
during a learning session. These pictures are pulled from the ROS topic ‘/image_raw’ and
published every 15 seconds to the ROS topic ‘/bag_image’. Saving every image in the video stream
is a lot of data and not necessary for this thesis. Collecting and saving the image is done using the
python script ‘bag_image.py’.
It should be noted that the implementation of Rosbag as a logging tool is not mature in the
framework at the time of this thesis. Much more is possible than what has been accomplished so
far. However, it is a testament to the effectiveness of the framework that it has been added on top
of existing work without any modification of any other aspects of the base framework.
The framework depends on many other tools and efforts in the open source and robotics
community. Much thought was put into the longevity of these dependencies and their inclusion
should ensure a stable infrastructure for the proposed framework, as well as a wealth of additional,
easy to implement tools at any researcher’s disposal.
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CHAPTER THREE: FRAMEWORK CONSTRUCTION AND
IMPLEMENTATION
Hardware Overview
System Overview
The mechanical hardware is made up of pre-purchased, stepper driven, linear actuators with
mounting stages. The electronics consist of two microcontrollers that control the actuators and
manage the hardware setup and two flex sensors. The ground truth system consists of only a USB
camera. The larger environment is made of standard hardware store plywood and 2x4s. It measures
roughly 4 x 5 ft and the gantry is roughly 2 ½ ft off the table. These dimensions are non-critical
and may be different for other project requirements. An old card table was used as the legs for the
table in this thesis. The table to was screwed into the card table. The robot sat on top of a t-shirt
cotton covered piece of play wood roughly 2x2 ft.

Figure 18: The entire Framework Hardware and all the different subsystems labeled
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Mechanical Hardware
Actuation
This thesis solves problems presented by the SRTK with a simpler solution that can reach and hold
a position via open loop control methods. A series of linear actuators control the position of a
pneumatic syringe plunge and change the volume available to a closed air system. These actuators
can reach and hold an accurate position without the need for an active controller and feedback
loop.

Figure 19: Mechanical Systems. A Syringe is mounted via 3D printed parts to be compatible with
a linear actuation stage with stepper motor control. Limit switches provide reliable indexing and
slack is ensured in the pneumatic lines to prevent motion restriction of the robot.

Parts have been designed and 3D printed that allow for the attachment of a pneumatic syringe to a
pre-built purchased linear actuator system. The whole system is mounted to a backing board. The
pre purchased linear actuator is connected to two base parts. The rear base part piece encases the
motor as well as provides an attachment point for a limit switch (provided by the GRBL kit) that
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provides a reliable and repeatable index location for the system. The system can be homed using
this limit switch so that it has an idea of where it is.
The front base part mounts the rail to the backboard as well as provides one half of the syringe
barrel mounting solution. Another part is printed that the barrel can slide into. This part is then
attached to the front mounting part resulting in the barrel flange being effectively sandwiched and
held stationary. The plunge is then inserted into the barrel and attached to another printed part that
is mounted to the linear actuator’s carriage. Another cap is used to sandwich the plunge flange to
the carriage, allowing the linear actuator to control the position of the plunge relative to the
stationary barrel.

Figure 20: Tubes connect the syringes to the back of the robot. Details of construction are
provided in the appendix

Tubing is then attached to the outlet of the syringe and routed into the soft robotic pneumatic
actuators. The syringe dimensions mean that for every 12mm of actuation, 10 mL of air is pushed
into the pneumatic actuator. This setup allows for accurate and repeatable positioning of the plunge
in the syringe, thus, the volume of air inside of the pneumatic actuator.
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Environment
This thesis was constructed in the authors’ studio apartment due to COVID-19 pandemic
restrictions. Getting to campus, and thus the lab proved to be more effort than it was worth, so the
entire setup had to be redesigned and rebuilt to run in an apartment. Originally the operation was
going to be based on the SRTK and previous work done on the HOME project mentioned in

Figure 21: The original (Pre-COVID) attempt at constructing an environment for this thesis. Not
shown is the air compressor under the table.

previous sections. This included an air compressor and solenoids to control airflow and can be
seen in Figure 21.
The resulting, Post-COVID setup is represented in Figure 22. The table is constructed from lumber
found at the hardware store and the legs are an old card table. This tabletop was screwed to the
card table. A simple gantry system is added to provide a stable means for mounting the overhead
camera that acts as the ground truth for the robotic environment. This setup can be completed in
an afternoon and is inexpensive.
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Figure 22: Robotic setup and lab/studio apartment. Only the table in the left was
built for this thesis. All other elements were present in the apartment previously

The surface that the robot sits atop of is standard t-shirt cotton stretched tight over a piece of scrap
plywood. This was the material that gave the best grip for scales of the robot and the acceptable
amount of friction for the tips of the fingers to pull, but not push the entire body during operation.
The use of another piece of plywood with fabric wrapped around it was advantageous. This
allowed multiple types of surfaces to be implemented and tested, as well as allowing more suitable
fabrics or surfaces to be used in the future depending on the specific robot design or application.
This supports the modular nature of the framework. It should be noted that all aspects of this
environment, from the ground truth system, to the actuation hardware are all very adaptable and
replaceable.
Electrical Hardware
The Electrical Hardware associated with this project can be broken down into three major
categories,
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1. Actuation Components – All electrical components involved with the mechanical
actuation of the robot.
2. System Monitoring Components – All electrical systems involved in the acquisition of
sensors and miscellaneous tasks related to the robotic hardware.
3. Ground Truth Components – All systems involved in monitoring the robot in space and
measuring important properties for reward calculation
All three systems are connected to the main ROS computer via a powered USB hub. Actuation
and System monitoring happen to have a single microcontroller per system, but it should be noted
that this is project specific. Many configurations depending on hardware scale and complexity
could fill theses spaces. The electrical schematic is represented in Figure 23.
Actuation handles driving the previously described mechanical system. A GRBL shield sits atop
an Arduino UNO. This shield contains proper connections to connect to three stepper motors with
associated limit switches. DRV8825 Stepper Motor Drivers are then inserted into the shield for
stepper control. This board is connected to a 24v power supply. This power supply is used to power
the motors, while the 5v provided by the microcontroller pins via USB are used for the logic
signals.
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Figure 23: Electrical Schematic. The three components are connected to the main computer via USB
hub. The sensors are connected to a voltage divider circuit and the GRBL shield provide connections
to the motors and limit switches. Between the actuation and system monitoring systems are the action
done and reset pins. The LED here is for visual feedback during operation.

For the setup in this thesis, only two motors, and thus two stepper motor drivers are used, connected
to the X and Y axis. Each motor has an associated limit switch which are hooked up to their
respective axis pins.
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The second system, system monitoring, uses a separate Arduino to read various sensors on the
robot as well as handle the miscellaneous system tasks required for smooth hardware operation. In
the context of this thesis that includes monitoring the GRBL coolant pin to determine if an action

Figure 24: Sensor Acquisition System (part of the System Monitoring system). This reads
the sensors embedded in the robot and is used to determine the state of the robot

is complete as well as connecting to the GRBL reset pin to reset the GRBL system, whether it be
to fix a malfunction, or done manually.
The third system, Ground Truth components consists of anything used to determine the robot’s
real position in space and calculate the reward. This thesis uses a single USB webcam placed above
the robots operating environment to monitor the position of a single AprilTag mounted on top of
the robot.
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Figure 25: System Control & Monitoring system. Used to reset the GRBL controller
and determine if an action is complete

Robotic Hardware
This thesis used a custom designed and manufactured soft robot for learning. This robot was
designed to be capable of forward movement, and that is what the learning policy was rewarded

Figure 26: This 4-part mold was used to construct the soft robot for this thesis. A
multi-step mold process was used and is detailed in the appendix.
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to accomplish. This chapter will provide a brief description of the design of the robot and the
reasonings behind some decisions. A full break down of the manufacturing can be found in the
appendix. Forward motion was accomplished using two pneu-net actuators attached to a base. The
robot was molded using EcoFlex 00-30 from a standard FDM 3d printed mold using PLA. Two
actuators allowed the robot to remain stable and upright during operation. A single actuator design
could not accomplish this without undesirable design decisions. This was also done to increase the
complexity of the action and observation spaces. This makes for a more interesting RL problem
as well as potentially unique policy developments.
Pneumatic channels went through the base of the robot to the rear to allow access for pneumatic
lines to be inserted. These lines are standard surgical tubing and the outside is coated with a special
silicone glue (Silpoxy) applied to the outside of the tube at the robot interface. Traditional
adhesives did not provide a satisfactory adhesion to the surface of the silicone rubber. This glue
does not obstruct fluid flow. Providing rear access ensured that the inserted pneumatic lines did
not interfere with robotic operation or obscure the cameras view of the AprilTag. The AprilTag

Figure 27: Robot top view with attached AprilTag
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was printed using standard printer paper and attached to the top of the base using the same silpoxy
adhesive.
The base of the robot was large enough to accommodate an AprilTag large enough in size that the
algorithm would have no issue detecting it. Figure 27 shows the AprilTag attached to a final robot.
An April tag sized at 28.25mm square was used for the final design and testing of the framework.
Additional sizes were tested to characterize the system and were successfully detected at a side
length of 12.5 mm.
It should be noted that smaller tags performed well. Depending on the interested researchers’
desires, camera resolution or distance, and framework environment construction, many smaller
AprilTags could be used in the space and tracked. This could allow for a single actuator to be
monitored at many locations. This set up may be advantageous to other types of tasks that involve
interaction such as grasping or locomotion around an object, or a completely different robotic
design that calls for such a requirement.

Figure 28: Robot bottom view. Embedded sensors can be seen below the surface of the
silicone and scales are glued to the back of the robot to ensure forward motion is
possible.
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Early prototypes would pull forward, but the combined friction at the tips of the pnue-net actuators
would push the base of the robot back into its original position without moving forward when
relaxed. To combat this, a scale based skin [71] was attached to the underside of the robot using
silpoxy. These scales were made from a sheet of polyethylene measuring 0.4mm thick. A CriCut
Explore Air 2 knife plotter was used to cut the scale pattern and the scales were then bent out from
the surface by hand using a razor blade. These scales provide unidirectional friction and ensured
that the base of the robot would not move backwards when the actuators were relaxed. This
resulted in a robot capable of forward motion under almost all conditions. Thus, the learning
objective was not necessarily to move forward, rather the policy learned would optimize forward
motion and result in faster travel times and more distance traveled per operating step on average.
Inexpensive flex sensors (SpectraSymbol FS-L-0095-103-ST [72]) were embedded in the
underside of the robot to monitor the robot’s state. These would flex as the actuators were inflated
and pulled the robot forward resulting in a change in resistance. These resistors were embedded in
such a way that the wires, much like the pneumatic lines for the actuators, were exposed from the
back of the robot and did not interfere with forward motion or tag detection. The embedding
process and special design considerations are detailed in the appendix. The scales and sensors can
be seen in Figure 28.
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Robot Characterization
In order to understand and get a proper state representation of the robot the sensors must be
characterized. To do this a calibration program was written and data was recorded. Figure 29 shows
the calibration data from the robot used in the learning runs.

Figure 29: Robot Calibration Data | A)Right actuator is actuated and sensor is read at 2mm intervals B)
Left actuator held constant at different volumes (0,50,100mm) - C),D) are the same but with the left and right
actuators reversed. Note the error bars representing the standard deviation of the 5 measurements taken

First, while the left actuator is held at 0mm of actuation on the linear actuator, the right actuator is
then advanced 2mm and data is recorded. This is repeated until 100mm has been achieved on the
right actuator. This is repeated 5 times and the average at each 2mm increment is taken and the
standard deviation is calculated. The left actuator is then advanced to 50 mm and the process is
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repeated for the right actuator. The left actuator is then advanced to 100mm and again, the same
process is repeated for the right actuator. This entire process is then repeated but for the left
actuator while keeping the right actuator at 0mm, 50mm, and 100mm. Finally, both actuators are
simultaneously incremented by 2 mm until 100mm of actuation is reached. This was also done 5
times, averaged, and the standard deviation is calculated.
Both the left and the right actuator follow a similar profile. Initial inflation does not achieve
noticeable actuation. Then as the actuator inflates there is a section of linear operation in the sensor.
This linear region was used as the limits for operation in the RL algorithm. The lower bound was
considered 0% actuated and the upper bound was considered 100% actuated. Linear interpolation
was used to approximate the state reading. More rigorous methods could be used, but one of the
advantages of RL is that control law is based on state action pairs. Sensor readings only need to be
consistent over time, not necessarily accurate. Accuracy is also subjective in the realm of soft

Figure 30: Profile of a single actuator at different distances of linear actuator actuation. Notice at higher
distances the sensor no longer bends in proportion with inflation, and the end of the finger bends around the
end of the sensor. This is the end of the linear region of operation
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robotics. The actuation ranges could easily be different depending on the experiment requirements,
robot design, researcher preferences, or desired task.
At the end of the linear region the sensor values drop off as the actuator becomes more inflated.
This phenomenon is due to the increased expansion of the pneumatic tabs. In the robot used, the
second to last tab expands more than others. This causes the end of the actuator to curl and actuate
more than the rest of the actuator. This curl is not picked up by the sensor since it occurs beyond
the sensors reach. This is the reason that 100mm was considered 100% of total actuation capability
for the calibration runs and is demonstrated in Figure 30. It should be noted that the location of
this over expansion is unique to this robot, and a variance in tab expansion has to do with the
manufacturing process which itself can produce varied results. Other robots constructed show this
as shown in Figure 31.
Plot B and D in Figure 29 show another interesting phenomenon in soft robotics. The opposite
actuator sensor reading was also recorded and plotted here. At a constant actuation inflation, the
sensor readings for the static actuator is affected by the actuation level of the other actuator. This
is yet another reason that reinforcement learning techniques have an advantage over traditional
control. The state to action mapping accounts for this because the entire robot state is recorded.
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Figure 31: A side profile view of each actuator. Note the different inflation profiles of each actuator. This is a good
example of each robot being different due to manufacturing processes. Three robots in total were manufactured,
and the left and right actuators all behave differently, despite being made with the same process.

This records the actuators reaction to the other actuator naturally and can compensate. Much
analysis would need to be done to properly account for this or sufficiently isolate the sensors using
other, more traditional methods of control law development.
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This robot was then used for tens of thousands of steps. Figure 32 shows the same calibration data
after heavy use.
Detailed analysis is outside the scope of this thesis, but a few things can be observed. First, is the
noise in the sensor has grown over time. This could be due to actual sensor degradation or could
be attributed to the use of less reliable breadboard electronics for the sensor circuit. Second, the
linear region of operation seems have stayed the same meaning that after some time the developed
control law will still be applicable to the robot. Recall, consistency is key, not necessarily accuracy.
This shows over time and use the readings remain consistent.

Figure 32: Calibration results after tens of thousands of actuation cycles. The linear region of
operation stayed the same indicating control laws developed will last for some time.
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CHAPTER FOUR: FRAMEWORK USE AND LEARNING
PERFORMANCE RESULTS
Overview
This chapter will talk about the various successes of the framework. Mainly, its ability to carry out
the implementation of RL algorithms (TD3) as well as operate for many thousands of cycles. The
system can even be left unattended for some time to learn on its own. The only attention required
by an operator is to reset the robot once it had reached the end of the camera frame. A simple check
of the robot’s position paused operation until the robot was back to the starting location. To prove
the usability of the framework, many attempts were made to carry out learning.
This thesis was successful by two important metrics. First, the frameworks goals in effectiveness,
modularity, and subsystem isolation were achieved. Not only did the subsystems preform their
functions successfully, but additional capabilities were added without the need for changes to the
base subsystems described previously in this thesis. Second, an agent successfully used the
framework and RL techniques to develop an optimal policy for forward motion. This is compared
with a random policy and achieves a 270% increase in velocity and over a 400% increase in
distance traveled over 1000 actions taken (steps).

Proving the Frameworks Effectiveness and Reliability
The attempts made by this framework accomplish two important tasks. First, they provide
guidance for the next researcher on what kinds of things can be done using the framework. This
includes limits of the system, a reasonable workflow for development and use, as well as a basis
for system expansion and modification. Second, the attempts made to get an agent to learn were
accomplished using only the tools provided by this framework described previously. Hundreds of
hours of operation, and hundreds of thousands of steps have been executed using this framework
without sub-system failure or modifications.
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While attempting to integrate RL tools, many ideas and sub systems were put to the test and
preformed as expected. Each subsystem could be modified independently of other subsystems.
The only changes that affected other subsystems were changes that involved changes to the type
or amount of data being published by a ROS node. This required a small change to that topic’s
subscribers.
To give an example, initially the RL pipeline was set up. In doing this, it became apparent that the
robots needed to be properly characterized. A robot characterization process and tools were added
to the framework’s ROS package on top of, and using, the already completed low-level
subsystems. No changes were required to any of the existing framework for a calibration run to be
implemented and the data to be visualized. Additionally, the logging system was added late into
this thesis’ work and was done so without changes to any of the underlying framework.

Learning Sessions
Once the framework is set up and running correctly running a learning session on the robot was as
easy as starting the launch file in one terminal window, and then running the RL script in another
terminal window. This was done to be able to see the output from the RL script in real time. It is
possible to integrate the learning function into the launch file and have everything run with a single
command. This was avoided to provide real time terminal feedback and was merely a preference.
Difficulties with Reinforcement Learning
RL is a constantly evolving field and getting an agent to learn, no matter the context, is an involved
process. RL algorithm’s performance are dictated by several hyper-parameters that define how the
algorithm operates. Each algorithm has specific hyper-parameters that affect performance
differently or are exclusive to just that algorithm. For TD3, which was the focus of this thesis, this
includes things like what step the learning begins, how often the policy is updated, learning rate,
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etc. A full discussion of hyper-parameter tuning for successful learning attempts is outside of the
scope of this thesis.
RL hyperparameter tuning is an active area of research all on its own. Algorithms, or more
accurately deep neural networks, are very sensitive to hyper-parameters and results can contain
large variations with a minimal change in hyper-parameters [73]. Many attempts are being made
to characterize and optimize hyper-parameter understanding in hopes to fully understand their
effects on learning performance [74] [75], including crowdsourcing searching the hyper-parameter
space [76]. The most exciting of these efforts being the use of RL techniques to find optimal hyperparameters for RL algorithms [77] [78].
Another difficult aspect of RL is reward shaping. The algorithms attempt to maximize the reward,
but how that reward is determined is a design decision and is not a trivial task.
These issues are only made worse by the real time, hardware-based learning proposed and
performed by this thesis. Some learning runs could take up to 16 hours to complete only to find
that no learning had occurred. This makes it difficult to explore an optimal hyper-parameter space
for each problem. This thesis was able to learn an optimal policy despite these issues; however, it
was not repeatable given the same parameters, and much work needs to be done in this space.

Unsuccessful Learning
Countless attempts were made to achieve learning for this thesis. Though success was eventually
achieved, it should not be taken as an indication that success is guaranteed.
Recall the goal of RL is to maximize a scalar reward. The most important indication that learning
took place is in a reward plot that increases in value the more steps the agent has completed.
Eventually, there is an increase in overall episode reward and a convergance at some value
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indicating an optimal policy was achieved. Another indicator of success is the reduction in policy
loss as more steps are taken. A lower policy loss indicates more accurate predictions from the
current networks. Essentially these metrics indicate that the NN is no longer changing during
updates. A NN that retains values without much change is a neural network that has settled upon
an optimal solution.
All but two attempts at learning resulted in a decreasing reward and a growing policy loss for each
network. These two successful attempts are discussed later after a brief discussion on the lessons
learned during this thesis and some general guidelines for what may have caused success.

Common Issues
Once the hardware and software were completed and proven, the issues that were present in the
learning runs could be isolated and attributed to the RL algorithm directly. A short discussion of
common or major issues and their potential solutions follow.
Convergence to Action Floor and Ceiling
During learning sessions, a strange, repeated phenomenon affected learning capabilities. The
policy would consistently choose to repeat the same action consecutively. Often this repeated
action was at the extremes of the actuator’s capability (0 or 100% repeated). Repeating the same
action results in no movement and a robot that does not move is not exploring the action space
enough to learn any optimal behavior. There was no magic bullet that stopped this issue, but a few
major changes were made to address it, and these changes eventually led to successful learning
even if that learning was not repeatable.
Solutions
Three major concepts seemed to remove the problem of repeated and extreme actuator values.
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First is the action and observation space. As mentioned before, both the action and observation
space are float values between 0 and 100 representing a percentage of actuation. Upon
investigation into the Stable_Baselines code, these values are remapped from their respective value
ranges to a range of -1 to 1. This is because the neural networks used by the stable baselines TD3
library use a 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ activation function inside the neurons, which is shown in Figure 33. To avoid
complication and to skip the mapping done by code that wasn’t in control of the framework, the
action and observation spaces were changed. To reduce the overall change of the entire framework
scaling from 0-100 to -1 to 1 was done in the RL algorithm python script just before inputting state
data into the RL algorithm and just after actions were received from the policy.

Figure 33: tanh activation function. Range: -1 to 1

Second, attention was paid to the noise addition that TD3 adds to the generated action. This is to
encourage exploration around a given policy and increase stability. This thesis used a normal
distribution to generate noise based on suggestion from the paper outlining TD3 [41]. Here the
important design choice is the standard deviation 𝜎. It is important to note that the mean of this
normal distribution was set to 0 providing an equal chance for positive or negative noise. Tuning
the standard deviation of the noise was difficult. A large value encourages more exploration
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however this led to a rise in the noise addition causing the resulting action to reach the extremes
of the action threshold. If beyond the limits, this action would then be clipped to the limits (0 for
anything less than 0 and 100 for anything more than 100).
Two things were done to address this issue involving noise. First, 𝜎 was lowered significantly from
its original value. Additionally, the noise was annealed throughout the learning process by
lowering 𝜎 by 10% every 1000 steps. To compensate for the lack of exploration from this
decreased noise, the learning was not started and random actions were selected for the first 1000
steps. This was done to allow the replay buffer to be populated with sufficiently dispersed actions
in the action/observation space. This allows policy updates that would be able to grab data from
this random, off policy motion, helping the learning algorithm better represent the full dynamics
of the system.
Lastly, the reward function was modified to help encourage the desired behavior and discourage
undesired behavior. This is presented in detail later, but the value of the reward was increased for
positive motions, and if there was none to very little motion present in the robot (repeated action)
a large negative reward was administered.
These three changes together were effective and led to successful learning. It should be noted that
this section is meant to help future work more efficiently debug but is not a global solution to the
challenges present in properly tuning a RL system.

Successful Learning
Despite these difficulties this thesis was able to learn an optimal policy for forward motion. Error! R
eference source not found. shows hyper-parameters used for the successful learning run. The
most modified parameters are highlighted as a guide for future research. These hyper-parameters
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were used to attempt to learn multiple times. On one occasion, learning seemed to occur, but the
reward crashed resulting in similar problems as discussed before. Another attempt resulted in
learning, producing the results discussed here, and all other attempts achieved no learning at all,
similar to previously discussed failed learning attempts. This illustrates the difficulty in hyperparameter tuning and reward optimization involved with reinforcement learning.
Hyper Parameters
Table 2: A sample of important hyperparameters for successful learning

Parameter
Number of steps
per episode
Total amount of
steps
Time per step
Gamma
Learning rate
Buffer size
Learning starts
Gradient steps
Batch size
Train frequency
Tau
Policy delay
Target policy
noise

Default Value

Value
24

N/A

8000

N/A
0.99
.0003
50000
100
100
128
100
.005
2
.2

1
0.99
.05
25000
1000
3
64
64
.05
25
.1

Reward Calculation
Reward shaping is an involved part of tuning a reinforcement learning algorithm. The reward was
determined based on the change in the y direction of the AprilTag mounted on the top of the robot.
The 𝑦 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 is calculated by finding the difference between the position of the AprilTag at the
beginning of a step, and the position once the action has been completed, the end of the step.
To encourage forward motion the reward was given an increased modifier for positive motion. If
the robot did not move positions a heavy negative penalty was applied to discourage this behavior.
This was done because of the previous issues with choosing the same repeated action.
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10 ∗ (𝑦 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒),
−100,
𝑅𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 = {
2 ∗ (𝑦 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒),

𝑦 < .5 𝑚𝑚
−.5 ≤ 𝑦 ≤ .5 𝑚𝑚
𝑦 ≤ −.5 𝑚𝑚

Successful Learning Results
Despite numerous challenges, learning occurred on more than one occasion. Figure 34 shows the
first instance where the agent indicated learning, but after 5000 steps the model seems to crash
and, in the end, the final model suffered from the previous issues with repeated actions and nonmovement discussed earlier.

Figure 34: Reward results for the initial successful learning. At 5000 steps the reward drops
significantly. The cause is unknown, and the resulting model was unusable.
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The only explanation that this thesis can come to is that neural networks are known to be fragile
and can readily crash into a sub-optimal cycle. Eventually the same hyper-parameters were tried
again from Error! Reference source not found.. The results are presented in Figure 35.

Figure 35: Successful Learning attempt 2. The rise of the episode reward along with the
convergence at an upper value indicate learning. Spikes are present, and the source is unknown

The model developed during this last run is by far the most successful and will be the focus for the
rest of this discussion. For the first 1000 steps, random actions are given to populate the replay
buffer with a variety of actions for when the policy starts updating. After the initial 1000 steps you
can see a start rise in reward per episode. Eventually the policy converges which is an indication
that an optimal policy has been achieved.
Recall that a learning is achieved when the weight values of the NN remain the same through NN
updates. This thesis uses a constant learning rate throughout the learning run, but a changing
learning rate could influence the weights of a NN. Changing the learning rate could change the
values of the next NN update and is a tool in any researcher’s toolbox for achieving an even higher
reward, thus a more optimal policy.
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To evaluate the effectiveness of this policy it was used to generate 1000 actions and compared
with 1000 random actions. The policy outperformed the random actions with a 270% increase in
robot velocity an over 400% increase in distance travelled. Figure 36 shows the distance travelled
in 1000 steps by the learned policy and random actions. Relevant metrics are shown in
.
Table 3: relevant metrics for comparing the learned policy with a random policy

Distance travelled (in)

Velocity (in/s)

Random Actions

2.12

.041

Learned Policy

9.25

.111

Percent Increase

436%

270%
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Figure 36: Policy Comparison between learned (left) and random (right) policies.
1000 steps were completed using each policy to determine actions
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Learned Policy Results Analysis
Notice in Figure 35 that there are spikes in the reward plot. This was a curious phenomenon and
investigated further. Figure 36 is a good visual aid for understanding what might have occurred.
In the last frame for the learned policy the AprilTag is near the edge of the camera frame. During
the learning process there is a check to make sure the AprilTag is still well within frame. If it nears
the edge the program pauses, and the robot must be reset to a position more in frame by the
operator. This is indicated by the start box in the frame. The spikes intuitively line up with how
frequently the robot must be reset, but this was not monitored. This increase in reward could be
due to a difference in how the AprilTags read distance at different regions on the table, or maybe
the noise in the measurements is different at different regions.
To test this, two AprilTags were printed onto a sheet of paper and their distance was measured
with a caliper. Care was taken to make sure they aligned vertically in the frame by mounting them
to a stiff block and measuring a line 16 inches from the edge of the table. This test was placed at
4 regions and the distance between them was measured (locations). Each measurement was taken
as an average of 10 measurements 1 second apart from one another. The standard deviation was
calculated to see if noise was a factor in measurements at different locations within the frame.
Error! Reference source not found. displays this data and Figure 37 is an example of the
measurement taken.
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Figure 37: To investigate the reward spikes two AprilTags were printed and measured. Both tags location
was measured individually, and the difference was calculated to determine if there was a difference in distance
measurements at different locations

Table 4: Successful learning attempt 2 experienced what look like periodic spikes in the reward. This data is a result of the
investigation into the AprilTag accuracy at different regions of the camera frame

Region

1
2
3
4

1st
Tag Standard
Location
deviation
(meters)
-.02718
3.612e-05
.06122
2.962e-05
.11625
2.107e-04
.18801
5.590e-05

2nd
location
(meters)
.01885
.10729
.16171
.23399

tag Standard
deviation
1.215e-05
3.577e-05
1.986e-04
6.369e-05

Difference
(47.5mm
measured)
46.03 mm
46.07 mm
45.46 mm
45.97 mm

Region 3 has a standard deviation an order of magnitude different than the other regions, which is
interesting to note but does not seem to have a direct correlation with the spikes present. Further
investigation into this phenomenon or a more rigorous characterization of the AprilTag-based
ground truth system could help reveal the cause.
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CHAPTER FIVE: FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS
Recommended Work
This framework is meant to be a starting point and act as a catalyst for soft robotic research. During
development many desired features, as well as future ideas, were formulated. Here are some things
that could be done.
1. Fully automated learning – This is dependent on the robot design and intended function.
Locomotion means that eventually the robot will reach the edge of the camera frame. A
method to reset the robot in the camera frame is desired. This thesis was required to
manually reset the robot in the frame every 2 hours.
2. Investigation into RL hyper-parameters – Finding a decent set of default values for
certain tasks or action/observation spaces would help future work immensely. Without
expertise or a good starting point, many researchers will be at a disadvantage.
3. Automated characterization/calibration techniques – Though the sensor calibration
method used here was automated, it is very specific to this robot and use case. A more
general toolset for this could be helpful.
4. Extended AprilTag support – This thesis only used one AprilTag. No attempts were
made to process or detect more than one type of tag at once. Additionally, only one camera
was ever used. This presents additional complications and would be very useful for most
future applications of the framework. Additionally, multiple cameras could be used to
detect many more angles and many more tags at once. Combined with a higher resolution
camera capable of detecting smaller tags, this could give a live 3d representation of an
individual actuators position which could be of use for many tasks such as grasping.
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5. SRTK integration and more actuator and sensor types – Adapting current pneumatic
solenoid-based actuation methods for this would allow current research to be integrated
quickly into the framework and benefit from the infrastructure provided. Additionally, any
soft robotic actuation or sensing method beyond what was presented in this thesis could
use support.
6. Improved syringe materials – The syringes have started to show interesting behavior after
tens of thousands of cycles. These are easily replaced but the seal seems to be wearing. A
better engineered version of the current system is desired.
7. Improved robotic hardware connections – The wires and pneumatic lines were laid on
the floor. This may have caused additional resistance to movement that could affect robot
dynamics. A system to hang the tethered lines as well as provide easier electrical
connections are desired.

Conclusions
This thesis presents a complete robotics framework to run RL algorithms on soft-robotic hardware.
This framework is designed to be modular to accommodate the current and future variety of soft
robotic technology as well as current and future RL techniques. Consisting of independent
subsystems for actuation, sensing, ground truth, and a RL module that connects all systems and
acts as a central control module, this framework is expandable for new soft robotic technologies,
traditional robotics, and new RL developments.
This framework was then demonstrated by designing and manufacturing a custom soft robot, then
using the framework to have the robot learn an optimal policy for forward motion across a table
using the TD3 learning algorithm. Without prior knowledge or simulation an optimal policy was
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learned and compared with a random policy. The learned policy showed a 270% increase in
velocity and 400% increase in distance travelled over the course of 1000 steps.
This thesis believes that soft robotics is in its infancy and the difficulty getting started in the space
presents too high a barrier for entry. This framework builds from previous efforts to help others
get started designing and using soft robots. For less than $1000 dollars and with relatively little
effort, researchers can build this framework that provides the basic requirements for accurate and
repeatable control in pneumatic based soft robots and the ability to use RL techniques to develop
control law. With the low-level details resolved, researchers can then focus on higher levels of
abstraction such as robot and sensor design, reinforcement learning techniques, and control law
development.
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APPENDIX
GRBL System Install
The GRBL software is uploaded via the Arduino IDE. The process for uploading follows as well
as a discussion on default parameters used by this thesis. For debugging purposes, it should be
noted there are several applications available that connect with a GRBL controller and provide a
graphical and command line interface. Here commands can be given individually to test
functionality and change parameter values. Once the system has been tuned default values can be
changed as described below and GRBL can be reuploaded to the Arduino board.
1. Download GRBL to your computer
a. https://github.com/GRBL/GRBL/archive/master.zip
2. Extract the folder
3. Open the Arduino IDE and include the library
a. Menu bar > Sketch > include library > add library from file.zip
b. Select the ‘GRBL’ folder inside ‘GRBL-master’
4. Open the GRBLUpload.ino file from the examples
a. Menu bar > File > examples > GRBL > GRBLUpload
5. Upload file
6. Open any GRBL software you have downloaded to verify install and test functionality

GRBL Parameters
To change the default parameters for GRBL there is a header file ‘defaults.h’ in the GRBL folder
wherever the Arduino IDE stores library files. There are many defaults for different machines
that use GRBL as a CNC controller. The defaults are the first list available titled
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‘DEFAULTS_GENERIC’. Here you can change the constants for the system. This thesis used
the following values.
Parameter Name
DEFAULT_X_STEPS_PER_MM
DEFAULT_Y_STEPS_PER_MM
DEFAULT_Z_STEPS_PER_MM
DEFAULT_X_MAX_RATE
DEFAULT_Y_MAX_RATE
DEFAULT_Z_MAX_RATE
DEFAULT_X_ACCELERATION
DEFAULT_Y_ACCELERATION
DEFAULT_Z_ACCELERATION
DEFAULT_X_MAX_TRAVEL
DEFAULT_Y_MAX_TRAVEL
DEFAULT_Z_MAX_TRAVEL
DEFAULT_SPINDLE_RPM_MAX
DEFAULT_SPINDLE_RPM_MIN
DEFAULT_STEP_PULSE_MICROSECONDS
DEFAULT_STEPPING_INVERT_MASK
DEFAULT_DIRECTION_INVERT_MASK
DEFAULT_STEPPER_IDLE_LOCK_TIME
DEFAULT_STATUS_REPORT_MASK
DEFAULT_JUNCTION_DEVIATION
DEFAULT_ARC_TOLERANCE
DEFAULT_REPORT_INCHES
DEFAULT_INVERT_ST_ENABLE
DEFAULT_INVERT_LIMIT_PINS
DEFAULT_SOFT_LIMIT_ENABLE
DEFAULT_HARD_LIMIT_ENABLE
DEFAULT_INVERT_PROBE_PIN
DEFAULT_LASER_MODE
DEFAULT_HOMING_ENABLE
DEFAULT_HOMING_DIR_MASK
DEFAULT_HOMING_FEED_RATE
DEFAULT_HOMING_SEEK_RATE
DEFAULT_HOMING_DEBOUNCE_DELAY
DEFAULT_HOMING_PULLOFF

Value
205.0
205.0
250.0
1200.0
1200.0
500.0
(60.0*60*60)
(60.0*60*60)
(10.0*60*60)
140.0
140.0
200.0
1000.0
0.0
10
0
0
25
3
0.01
0.002
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
3
100.0
200.0
250
3.0

Robot Construction
This is a step by step walkthrough on how the robots for this thesis were constructed.
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Molding Process
1. Make sure you have a flat surface
2. Mix a small amount of silicone, better to do too little than too much, you can always add
more. There is plenty of pot time.
3. Fill small outer channel

a.

4. Place mold wall in place seating it into the silicone

a.

b. This is to make sure that when you pour silicone into the wall mold there is a seal
at the bottom and it will not leak when the next pour is completed
5. Add weight to the top of the mold - distribute evenly
a. This ensures the mold wall sits flat on the bottom
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b. Leave weight during curing process

c.

6. Take any excess or make just a little more and fill in the base mold
a. This will act as the bottom of the pneu-net
b. Ensure a flat surface so it molds evenly

c.

7. Note: excess silicone cannot be saved. Also, if it is spilling over or there are some lines
out of the mold, it is easier to remove this excess material after curing
NOTE: mold release not required, but very helpful
8. Once all is cured, fill main basin with silicone.
a. Fill to just under the top fill line that allows the placement of the cap mold
b. Leave for 30 minutes to let bubbles come out | pot life = 45 min
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i. This could be done in a vacuum chamber as well to ensure a lack of
bubbles
c. Place Cap in mold. This should be done slowly and carefully to not add air
bubbles to the silicone

d.

9. Let cure overnight
10. Remove from mold
a. First pull off the top. This is where mold release can really help
b. Once removed, remove the outer wall mold
c. Then remove rest of silicone from the base mold

d.

e. Note: the order of these can vary depending on where mold release was used. This
was the order used when taking these notes, but other robots used different orders.
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Do what feels right. Intuition will build as you make more soft robots and design
your own.
11. Clean up silicone and remove excess material

a.

12. Prepare the two surfaces to be mated by cleaning with an alcohol wipe

a.

13. Combine both pieces
a. Mix a small amount of silicone and place a thin layer on top of the pneu-net
bottom piece
b. Start with the back of the both and slowly lay down the fingers one at a time
c. Be sure to “roll” the finger down to avoid air pockets.
d. Lightly press down on every section to ensure a proper and complete seal
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e.

f. Let cure
14. Remove from bottom mold and clean up any excess silicone
15. Optional, cut excess from top of base and use a small amount of silicone to clean it up
a. Using the wall mold, you can put a thin layer of silicone to make a surface for
AprilTag mounting

b.

16. Cut an AprilTag from a sheet of paper and use silpoxy to attach to the top of the newly
molded base
a. This was done with a cheap small paint brush to ensure an even coating of silpoxy
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b.

Prepare Sensors
1. Get 4 standard jumper cables still adhered together. Split into pairs on one side and leave
a one side with all 4 adhered and untouched
2. Lift the tab the tab to remove the black header housing
a. This will allow you to solder directly to the pins on the sensor

b.

c.

3. Place wires and a single sensor in the helping hands alligator clips
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a. On the sensor you may want to wrap the clips in tape or something softer to avoid
damaging the sensor (this is a great use for any scrap silicone you have)
b. Before putting the pin in, dip the header in flux to aid in soldering

c.

4. Solder pin
5. Use electrical tape to isolate the soldered pin while soldering the second
a. This tape will likely be destroyed or rendered useless by the heat/flux contact

b.

6. Once soldered use another piece of electrical tape to isolate one, then both pins.
a. Start between the pins, and wrap around one with a small tail, then use the
remaining tape (~1inch) to wrap around both pins
7. Print the sensor mounting plates
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a.

8. Clean up the print and super glue the sensor inside the channel
a. Place 2 of them at the start and end of the sensor and secure with a dab of super
glue or silicone adhesive (this part was done before discovery of silpoxy)

b.

9. Cap the channel with a dab of super glue and another mounting bracket place opposite
the first
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a.

10. Attach the sensors to the robot
a. Prepare surface with alcohol wipe
b. Use a small dab of super glue to keep the sensors in place during the molding
process
c. Make sure the sensors are in the correct orientation
d. Using the outer wall mold, coerce the robot upside down into the wall mold
e. A hole was cut in the back to accommodate wires, and the gaps were sealed with
standard poster sticky tack

f.
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g.

11. Mold the final layer of silicone rubber
a. Mix and pour enough to completely submerge the sensors and wires and tape

b.

c.
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Pneumatic Tubing
1. Cut tube to length and put an angled cut on the side to be inserted into the robot

a.

2. Poke hole into base of robot with a sharp, thin object. Such as a small Philips head
screwdriver
a. Careful to be accurate in the puncture and only create a path to the desired
pneumatic network
b. Holding the robot up to the light to see the pneumatic networks more clearly can
help with this step
3. Wet tube and insert into previously created hole
a. Lightly twist back and forth to insert
b. Push in far enough to break into the pneumatic channel proper
4. Use hand syringe to test operation and major leaks
5. Remove tube and reinsert until the angle and a small amount of tube are inserted into the
pneumatic channel completely
6. Extrude a small amount of silpoxy onto a sheet of paper
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a.

7. Use a small brush and coat the tube near the insertion point all around

a.

8. Slowly insert tube while slightly twisting the tube back and forth until silpoxy is
completely inserted into the rubber or the tube is sufficiently inserted into the pneumatic
tube
9. Use the brush to clean up the silpoxy on the outside and spread it evenly around the
insertion point.
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a.

10. Leave to cure
Skin Construction and Adhesion
The unidirectional friction ‘skin’ of this robot was adapted from the snake skin from [71].
Further details on design and construction can be found there. Thie skin was made from a sheet
of transparent polyethylene measuring 0.4mm thick.
1. Use a knife plotter to create skin from thin sheet of hard plastic using process from
previously mentioned paper
2. Bend the scales up so they are permanently engaged with the surface
a. Use scoring knife at base of scale
b. Use razor to pull and bend upward
i. Be careful not to make additional cuts into plastic. The razor is just to get
into the previous cuts and bend the plastic
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c.

3. Cut scale section to size
a. Both wrap around and a single piece on the bottom have been used here. A single
piece adhered with silpoxy was the most effective

4. Using a small paint brush spread a healthy layer of silpoxy on the area that the skin
should be attached

a.

5. Place the skin on
a. Use the back end of the paint brush to make sure contact is made with the plastic
sheet and the silpoxy
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b. Be careful not to anchor the 'scales' down and only glue the area that does not
need to lift from the surface

c.

Robot Calibration and Implementation In Framework (Linear Range)
Further details about how to characterize the robot can be found in the main thesis document.
This appendix describes the step to take in within the framework to collect the data and generate
the plots demonstrated there.
1. Hook up robot and ensure everything is working correctly
2. Open 2 terminal windows, navigate to the framework catkin workspace. In each terminal
run the source command
a. >source devel/setup.bash
3. Run the ‘system_debug.lanuch’ file to start ROS and boot up framework
a. >roslaunch rl_robotics_framework system_debug.launch
4. In the second terminal run the ‘sensor_calibration.py’ run python script. This will actuate
each actuator as described in the thesis and save the data in
‘logs/calibration_files/<robot_name>/Calibration_run<date and time info>’
a. >rosrun rl_robotics_framework sensor_calibration.py
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5. Run the ‘calibration_visualization.py’ script with the path from the current directory to
the calibration files as the first argument. This example is run from the catkin workspace
a. >rosrun rl_robotics_framework calibration_visualization.py
logs/calibration_files/<robot_name>/Calibration_run<date and time info>
6. Save images
7. Analyze images and decide on a linear region

a.
b. The upper and lower bound can be defined as arguments when launching the
‘learning.launch’ file or input as default values for arguments _SensorMax/Min
and _TravelMax/Min. Travel should come from the x axis values and sensor
values should come from the y axis values. These are not exact measurements. To
use the above graph as an example.

Note: x and y in the launch file refer to the GRBL controller and are right and left
actuators respectively

xSensorMin = 495
xSensorMax = 600
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xTravelMin = 18
xTravelMax = 60

Bill of materials
Many design decisions to thesis framework were made to be project specific or accommodate the challenges brought on by the COVID
19 pandemic. A bill of materials is provided here for the interested researcher that wishes to build this. However, it should be noted that
in a proper lab environment, better design decisions could be made, and with a team of undergraduate students could really improve
upon the basic design and function of the entire environment.

Item
Arduino Uno
Powered USB
hub

Breadboard
Jumper wire
kit
Various
colored wire
1/8 in surgical
tubing
Poster tack
Solder Flux

Description
Micro controller for both CNC control
and system management
For connection of cameras and webcams
into laptop. Powered depending on
length of connecting cable and devices
used.
Breadboard for connection of electrical
components
For all the bread board connections
For custom wires to connect sensors to
system
Air lines for connecting pneumatic
syringes to pneumatic bladders on robot
This was useful for various aspects of
robot construction
Improves soldering of sensors to wires

Qty
2

Link
Amazon

1

Amazon

1

Amazon

1

Amazon
Amazon

30ft

Mcmaster

1 pack

Amazon

1

Amazon
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Lead free
solder
Flex sensors
Pack of
resistors
Large
pneumatic
syringe
Stepper driven
linear actuator
(150 mm)
GRBL CNC
Controller
Arduino uno
shield kit
24 V power
supply
Treaded brass
inserts
Assorted M3
SHCS
Bread board
compatible
LED (blue)
Smooth-on
Eco Flex 0030 Silicone
rubber kit
Smooth on
silpoxy glue

1

Amazon

SpectraSymbol flex sensors for actuator
state measurements
Resistor pack for creating sensor voltage
divider sircuits
For controlling air volume in pneumatic
actuators

2

SparkFun

1

Amazon

2

Amazon

This allows the linear position of the
syringe to be controlled by the GRBL
CNC controller
This kit comes with the stepper drivers
and limit switches along with the main
GRBL board for easy CNC control

2

Amazon

1

Amazon

This is for powering the stepper motors
for the linear actuators
These are to be inserted into the 3d
printed parts to provide threading for
assembly
All screws used in assembly were M3 or
various lengths for the printed part s
assembly
Good for debugging logic since no
resistor required. Also used for indicator
lights for various aspects of the project.
2 part kit for making silicone rubber for
robot construction

1

Amazon

1 Pack

Amazon

1 Pack

Amazon

2

Amazon

A special epoxy that adheres to the
silicone used to make the robots

½ oz

1 Trial Smooth-on store
Unit
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Smooth-on store

Small paint
bursh
Usb webcam

2x4 lumber
4’ x 5’
plywood sheet
2’ x 2’
plywood sheet
Standard tshirt cotton
2 ½”
construction
screws
Plastic sheet

PLA 3D
printer
filament

Helps with silpoxy application

2

Amazon

Used for the ground truth system. A
standard desktop camera was used but
many other options exist that could
improve upon this thesis. Note: camera
quality can affect AprilTag detection.
For construction of the table as well as
the gantry system for the ground truth
camera
For the table top

1

Amazon

5
boards

Local Hardware Store

1

Local Hardware Store

This is for the surface that the robot
walks on
This fabric is stretched over the 2’x2’
plywood sheet to give the robot a
suitable environment to move on
For assembly of larger environment
table

1 per Local Hardware Store
material
3 yards Walmart Fabric section. No link could be found

This sheet was cut in a knife plotter to
make the robot skin for unidirectional
friction
For mold production and parts to mount
syringes to the linear actuators

1 sheet

1 pack

1 spool

Local Hardware Store

Amazon

Equipment Used
This Thesis used many pieces of equipment that can be found in a typical lab as well as some other more unique pieces of equipment.
Here is a list of equipment used.
1. 3D printer – Standard FDM – Creality Ender 3
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2. Knife Plotter – Used mostly for hobbyist fabric cutting. Used to make the unidirectional scales. – CriCut Explore Air 2
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University of Texas at El Paso to pursue his M.S. in computer engineering in August 2017.
At Nebraska I was heavily involved with the Aerospace Design Club. My main project during this
time was the RockSat-C sounding rocket payload team where I was lead mechanical designer. This
flight included the first critical space flight component from a NASA project that was made using
additive manufacturing techniques.
This work led to many additional internships at NASA Langley Research Center. Notable projects
include a camera lens protection system for metal additive machines, a novel high strength
genderless gripping mechanism, and software to control a Stewart platform to be used in in space
assembly operations.
The next internship was with a project titled Highly Organized Multi-Agent Enclosures (HOME).
This project looked at using soft robotic technology to develop a fleet of robots capable of on
planet assembly of structures. Here I was integral in not only executing the project, but also the
management and conceptualization of the entire project. The challenges getting started in soft
robotics and developing a set of robots to accomplish given tasks led directly to this thesis.
My skill set lies at the intersection between hardware and software. Bringing those two worlds
together and getting hardware to behave the way one expects is a difficult task and has become the
focus of my education and career. This involves all 3 disciplines, mechanical design and
production, electrical design and production, as well as software at both low and high levels (C,
C++, Python).
For my graduate research and thesis I received a Texas Space Grant Consortium (TSGC) Graduate
Fellowship for the 2019-2020 academic year.
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